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It is said that fairyland is a life of innocence, but that is an idea which requires to be
explained. There are people who say that we have to get rid of the fairy tales because we
are being corrupted by them. But of course it is not the fairy-tales that are corrupting us.
Corruption is a thing that gets into people, not out of them. It is this modern sophisticate,

this corrupted modern egoist, who is corrupted by the fairy-tales. In the fairy-tales the ego is
never given time to corrupt the innocent. In fairyland there is a savage egoism, which is just
as vicious as we have taught ourselves to believe is the savage egoism of primitive races.

The fairy-tales are the only safe books for children, because they are the only books that can
be read with pleasure. It is one of the shocking things about the modern life that it has made
of children books the thing to laugh at. The fairy-tales are not stories for children; they are
stories for grown-up people who have lost the taste for the real joys. Even when they are
reading in the schools the children read only the endings of the fairy-tales, which they are

taught to regard as immoral. The stories never really begin. They are never moral any more
than Mozart or Goethe were moral. The King who is uneasy about the brutal laws of his
people is alarmed lest the people should corrupt him. It is just because he is anxious to

preserve that innocence, he feels that he cannot allow the people to have their pleasure. He
cannot like them better than they can like him, because that would bring him down to their
level. He would have to corrupt himself to have a good time like the children. It is not that

he can like them worse, he cannot like them at all. He cannot like them as they like him, for
he would himself like them badly. Of course, if the children were taught to
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Pupils write a character list. The list is printed with the pencils, with the black lines on the
opposite side. The teacher reads the class the list. All of the pupils write the same character
in their reading log. They should write down what the character said and what the character
did. During the writing exercise they keep their pencils in the same position. They learn to

hold their pencils in the same way. They write 'pencil'with the pencil-holder on the right and
'pencil-holder' on the left. The teacher marks the comic strip to be read. He then calls for the
pupils to read the comic strip in class. The teacher points out the comic strip in the activities

book and the pupils are asked to pay attention to it. On his first visit to Fairyland, Alvin
meets the King of Fairyland, who turns out to be Merriweather, the kindly grandmother of
Willows. They introduce him to Willows and help him to gain her trust. Then, they take him
to Willows to tell her that she is wanted by the King. Fairyland 1 Teacher S Resource Pack
Pdf Each colour page of the Activity Book reflects an area of the curriculum. Choose the

section that matches your curriculum and then prepare the weekly lessons to be used with
the Activity Book. Through the book, you are introduced to the resources that you have

created. Fairyland Stander offers a variety of resources you can share with your pupils. This
resource pack includes: Resources that complement the Fairyland syllabus, the Fairyland 1

section of the Resource Book, an Activity Book, a list of Fairyland 1 songs, Fairyland 1
answers and a collection of fairy-tale characters. 5ec8ef588b
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